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1. ABSTRACT

The serpins are a superfamily of gene sequences
that have been conserved through evolution. These genes
encode protein products that perform a variety of functions
in vivo, and their regulation differs among different cell
types. About one-third of the serpin genes in the human
genome are located at 14q32.1, and the serpin genes in this
~370 kb region are organized into discrete proximal,
central, and distal subclusters of four, three, and four genes
each. In this report we discuss the genomic organization of
the 14q32.1 serpin gene cluster, and we summarize what is
known about the regulation of each serpin gene in this
region. An approach for studying locus-wide regulation of
chromosomal serpin genes in situ is also described. Using
this approach, specific mutations in the proximal serpin
subcluster were prepared by homologous recombination.
These mutant alleles define a serpin locus control region
that regulates gene activity and chromatin structure of the
entire proximal subcluster. Prospects for further analyses of
this complex genomic domain are discussed.

2. THE SERPIN GENE SUPERFAMILY

The serpins comprise a superfamily of genes that
have been identified in animals, plants, and viruses. Some
serpins function as serine protease inhibitors, from which
the name of the superfamily derives, but others perform a
variety of diverse physiological functions in vivo.
Phylogenetic analyses suggest that the serpins can be
divided into sixteen distinct clades, plus a group of highly

diverged orphan sequences (reviewed in (1)). This
classification forms the basis of a systematic nomenclature
for serpin genes and gene products. There are more than 35
different serpin gene sequences dispersed throughout the
human genome (2), but most of these genes are located in
two discrete clusters at 14q32.1 and 18q21.3. Each of these
clusters contains 11 serpin genes, and they occupy 390 kb
and 520 kb of genomic DNA, respectively. The 14q32.1
and 18q21.3 clusters contain only serpin genes within them,
and the compositions and structures of these loci are
conserved in mammalian genomes.

2.1. Serpin Genes at 14q32.1
The serpin genes at 14q32.1 are arranged in two

different transcriptional orientations: Kallistatin-like (KAL-
like), α1-antichymotrypsin (ACT/SerpinA3), Protein C
inhibitor (PCI/SerpinA5), and Kallistatin (KAL/SerpinA4)
are all transcribed proximal (centromeric) to distal
(telomeric), while Vaspin (OL-64/SerpinA12), Centerin
(CEN/GCET1/SerpinA9), Antiproteinase-like 2 (APL-
2/SerpinA11), α1-antitrypsin (α1AT/SerpinA1), α1-
antitrypsin-related (ATR/SerpinA2), Corticosteroid binding
globulin (CBG/SerpinA6), and Protein Z inhibitor
(ZPI/SerpinA10) are orientated distal to proximal (Figure
1). All 11 genes have significant sequence homology with
each other, and most of them share a gene structure that is
similar to the consensus, which consists of five exons,
including an untranslated first exon and a large second
exon. However, the α1AT gene has a different structure
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Figure 1. The serpin gene cluster at 14q32.1. The genomic organization of the 11 serpin genes in the 14q32.1 cluster is shown,
from distal (left) to proximal (right) on the chromosome. The distal subcluster includes Kallistatin-like (KAL-like), α1-
antichymotrypsin (ACT/SerpinA3), Protein C inhibitor (PCI/SerpinA5), and Kallistatin (KAL/SerpinA4); these genes are all
transcribed proximal to distal. The central subcluster includes Vaspin (OL-64/SerpinA12), Centerin (CEN/GCET1/SerpinA9),
and Antiproteinase-like 2 (APL-2/SerpinA11). The proximal subcluster includes α1-antitrypsin (α1AT/SerpinA1), α1-
antitrypsin-related (ATR/SerpinA2), Corticosteroid binding globulin (CBG/SerpinA6), and Protein Z inhibitor (ZPI/SerpinA10).
Genes in the central and proiximal subclusters are all transcribed distal to proximal.

composed of alternate exons IA, IB, and IC in addition to
exons II, III, IV, and V. The α1AT gene also has dual
promoters that are differentially utilized in different cell
types, and the α1AT primary transcript is subject to a
complex pattern of differential splicing in macrophages (3-
5). In contrast, the ATR pseudogene, which is highly
homologous to α1AT and located ~10 kb downstream,
lacks exon I and its associated promoter. This suggests that
recombination between α1AT and ATR sequences may
have generated the atypical structures of these two adjacent
serpin genes.

The 14q32.1 serpin gene cluster is bounded by
the Goosecoid (GSC) and KIAA1622 genes at the
telomeric and centromeric extremes of the domain,
respectively. The expression patterns and structures of
these non-serpin genes are completely different from those
within the serpin domain. In particular, GSC is expressed
during gastrulation and encodes a homeodomain
transcription factor with a DNA binding specificity
identical to that of the anterior morphogen, bicoid, in
Drosophila. KIAA1622 is expressed in brain, ovary, and
testis, and it encodes a protein with HEAT-like tandem
repeats found in a number of cytoplasmic proteins.

Despite genetic similarities, the serpins at
14q32.1 are expressed in a wide variety of different tissues,
including liver, macrophages, and brain, and they have a
diverse set of functions in vivo. For example, the protein
products of the PCI, KAL, and ZPI genes are all important
in the blood coagulation cascade, CBG transports
hormones, CEN has a role in selective maturation of B
cells, and both α1AT and ACT are acute phase reactants
that limit the effects of proteases at sites of infection and
inflammation.

Candidate sequences for important regulatory
elements within the serpin locus at 14q32.1 have been
identified by several means, including the proximity of
sequences to promoter regions and the locations of non-
transcribed, disease-associated mutations in patients. More
recently, the availability of maps containing chromatin
landmarks, such as DNase I-hypersensitive sites (DHSs)
and matrix attachment regions (MARs), have provided

signposts to putative regulatory elements. As the serpin
locus is conserved among mammalian genomes, sequence
comparisons between syntenic loci in humans, mice, and
rats will allow further candidate regulatory elements to be
identified.

Functional regulatory elements have been
mapped within the serpin locus by two approaches- first,
using an isolation approach, where candidate elements are
cloned and assayed in heterologous tests, and, second,
using an in situ strategy where putative regulatory elements
are manipulated directly on the chromosome, and the
effects assayed in context.

Here, we describe the serpin cluster at 14q32.1 on a
gene-by-gene basis. Several of these genes have been
identified only recently, while the expression patterns and
functions of other genes have been studied in detail. For
example, α1AT and ACT are the most well-studied genes
of the serpin cluster, as they are among the most highly
expressed genes in human liver; indeed, the α1AT protein
makes up ~1% of total serum protein (6). Moreover, both
α1AT and ACT are medically important loci, as mutations
in the ACT gene are implicated in Alzheimer’s disease, and
changes in α1AT are associated with chronic emphysema.

2.2. Newly Discovered Serpin Genes
The availability of human genome primary

sequence has allowed cDNA sequences to be mapped to
their chromosomal locations, confirming the presence of in
silico predicted genes within the 14q32.1 serpin cluster (7).
For example, a cDNA isolated from a library using a signal
peptide trap for transmembrane and secreted proteins maps
to the KAL-like gene (8), and mRNA from this gene is
detected in human liver (unpublished). Similarly, distinct
cDNAs isolated from human melanoma and human fetal
libraries map to the Vaspin and APL-2 genes, respectively
(9). The APL-2 mRNA is also detected in the human
hepatoma cell line, HepG2 (unpublished).

Centerin is transcribed in B cells within the
germinal centers of secondary lymphoid tissue, where naive
B cells undergo selective maturation (10). Four
alternatively spliced mRNAs have been described (11).
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Centerin is up-regulated in response to CD40 signaling in
vitro, suggesting that the gene has a role in the selective
maturation of naive B cells to memory and plasma
lymphocytes.

2.3. ZPI (SerpinA10), PCI (SerpinA5), KAL (SerpinA4),
CBG (SerpinA6), and ATR (SerpinA2)

ZPI is expressed in liver but not in heart, brain,
placenta, lung, skeletal muscle, kidney, or pancreas (12).
ZPI inhibits the blood coagulant factor Xa; however,
inhibition is enhanced more than 1000-fold through an
additional interaction with protein Z in the presence of
calcium ions and procoagulant phospholipids (13).

PCI is expressed mainly in the liver, but it is also
detected locally in kidney, prostate, testis, seminal vesicles,
and epididymal glands (14). The PCI gene product inhibits
proteases of the blood coagulation cascade, such as
activated protein C, thrombin, factor Xa, factor XIa,
kallikreins, and the thrombin/thrombomodulin complex
(15-17). PCI also affects proteases important in
fertilization, including the prostate-specific antigen and the
sperm protease, acrosin (18).

The PCI promoter lacks canonical TATA and
CAAT sequences (19). A 329 bp minimal promoter is
sufficient to drive transgene expression in HepG2 cells, and
this region contains an Sp-1 consensus binding site at -294
to –302 bp (20). In gel shift assays, antibodies against Sp-1
recognize protein complexes bound to the -269 to –307 bp
region, and deletion of this sequence results in a 50-fold
reduction in transgene activity. An enhancer located
between -329 to -385 bp contains an AP-2 consensus
binding site; deletion of this region causes an ~10-fold
reduction in transgene activity.

KAL and CBG both have TATA and CAAT
boxes in their promoter regions- KAL at –31 bp and –55 bp
(21), and CBG at –28 bp and –73 bp (22), respectively. The
KAL promoter contains consensus binding sites for AP-2 at
127 bp, and AP-1 at –330 bp, in addition to a 34 bp GC-
rich region at -183 bp and a cAMP-response element
(CRE) at –269 bp (21). The CBG promoter contains a
putative nuclear factor IL-6 (NF-IL-6) binding element at –
215 bp that is conserved with a known NF-IL-6 binding site
present in the rat CBG promoter (23). In HepG2 cells
treated with IL-6, CBG is downregulated, while other
serpin genes, such as α1AT and ACT, are upregulated in a
dose-dependent manner (24).

Both KAL and CBG are expressed in liver,
kidney, and testes. KAL is also expressed in heart, smooth
muscle, and endothelia (25). The KAL gene product
inhibits the Kallikrein protease, but it may also have
multiple roles in vascular function such as vasodilation (26)
and angiogenesis (27). The CBG protein is not a serine
protease inhibitor; rather, it acts as a plasma hormone
carrier that binds cortisol.

There is no evidence that ATR is expressed, but
there are no termination codons within ATR coding
sequences, and all of the RNA splice sites are conserved in

the genomic sequence. Thus, ATR is likely a recently
evolved pseudogene.

2.4. ACT (SerpinA3)
ACT is expressed in liver, brain, lung, and

cornea, and the gene product inhibits chymotrypsin-type
proteases, including Cathepsin G (28). Expression of ACT
is enhanced in the affected brain regions of patients with
Alzheimer's disease, where the protein co-localizes with
filamentous β-amyloid deposits. ACT is believed to affect
both the formation and destabilization of β-amyloid fibrils
in these areas (29, 30).

There is a single ACT transcription start site in
both liver and brain, with a TATA consensus box at -29 bp
(31). As ACT and α1AT are both acute phase reactants, the
concentrations of their gene products increase rapidly in
response to humoral signals mediated by cytokines.
Oncostatin-M (Os-M), IL-1, and TNFα up-regulate ACT in
hepatocytes (32). In primary human astrocytes, ACT is up-
regulated by Os-M, IL-1β, and TNFα, and the synthetic
glucocorticoid, dexamethasone, enhances the response of
ACT to each of these cytokines (33). STAT1 (signal
transducer and activator of transcription 1) and STAT3
binding sites located at –87 to –95 bp and –117 to -125 bp,
respectively, mediate the Os-M response of ACT
transgenes. Mutations in either site cause an ~5-fold
reduction in the Os-M response of reporter constructs,
while mutations in both sites result in ablation of the Os-M
response (33).

Reporter genes linked to sequences between –
13,227 and –12,814 bp respond to IL-1 and TNFα in
astrocytes (34). This 413 bp region contains three elements-
an NFκβ binding site (-13,202 to –13,213 bp), a consensus
binding site for AP-1 (-12,979 to –12,985 bp), and a
consensus binding site for NFκβ (-12,820 to –12,831 bp).
Mutation and deletion analyses have shown that all three
elements are required by transgenes for a full response to
IL-1 and TNF, although mutations in the NFκβ and AP-1
elements have the greatest effect. This regulatory region is
conserved in the rat and mouse (unpublished).

2.5. α1AT (SerpinA1)
α1AT is the most thoroughly studied gene in the

14q32.1 serpin locus, and it provides an example of how
the two complementary approaches for examining
regulatory elements can be employed- an isolation
approach, where putative elements are cloned and assayed
as transgenes, and an in situ strategy, where putative
regulatory elements are examined in their normal
chromosomal contexts.

As mentioned above, α1AT is atypical of the
serpin genes at 14q32.1 in that transcription initiates from
two distinct regions ~2 kb apart; a proximal promoter that
is active in liver, intestine, and lung, and a distal promoter
that is active in monocytes, macrophages, and cornea. The
presence of two promoters indicates that gene expression is
modulated by alternative mechanisms in different tissues.
In the following discussion, we define 0 bp of the α1AT
gene as the hepatic transcription start site.
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Figure 2. Promoter utilization and alternative splicing of human α1AT transcripts. Top: The α1AT gene. Transcription initiates
at –2064, -2039 and –406 bp in monocytes. In hepatocytes, transcription initiates at 0 bp. The translation start site (ATG) is at
position 5360 bp. Bottom: The structures of α1AT transcripts in monocytes and hepatocytes.

In monocytes, α1AT transcription initiates at
three distinct sites, at -2064, -2028, and -406 bp. The three
nuclear transcripts produce alternatively spliced mRNAs,
which differ only in the presence or absence of the
untranslated exons, IA, IB and IC (Figure 2) (3-5).
Monocyte αAT production is further stimulated by
circulating IL-6, lipopolysaccharide, IL-1β, and TNFα,
which all cause an ~3-fold increase in αAT protein
production (35-37). Interestingly, when the leukemic
monocyte cell line, U937, is stimulated with IL-6, the
proportion of α1AT transcripts lacking exon IB
increases relative to other α1AT transcripts, suggesting
that removal is important, and that exon IB may act as a
translational repressor (38).

Corneal α1AT transcription initiates at -2039 bp
within the α1AT distal promoter (39). Sequences between -
2.0 and -3.4 kb are sufficient to target reporter gene
expression to cornea and lymphocytes in transgenic mice
(40). A shorter 489 bp promoter fragment is sufficient to
drive transgene expression in corneal stromal cells.
Transgene experiments show that the isolated promoter
fragment contains two regions that are important for
transgene expression in corneal stromal cells- enhancer
elements between -2519 and -2359 bp, and repressive
elements between -2139 and -2126 bp that respond to
overexpression of Sp-1 (41). In cornea organ culture, α1AT
expression responds to humoral stimuli such as IL-2 and

IL-1β, with an ~3-fold increase in α1AT protein secretion
(37).

Transcripts from the α1AT proximal promoter
are not known to be subject to alternative splicing. A short
DNA fragment between -37 and -137 bp linked to reporter
genes is sufficient to drive cell-specific expression from the
SV40 promoter in the human hepatoma cell line, Hep3B,
but not in HeLa cells (42-44). Within this 100 bp DNA
fragment are distinct binding sites for the transactivators
HNF-1α (-73 to -66 bp) and HNF-4 (-119 to -108 bp).
HNF-1α is the major transactivator of α1AT transcription
in the liver, as site-specific mutagenesis of the HNF-1α
binding site reduced reporter gene activity over 100-fold in
hepatic cells (43). In contrast, mutation of the HNF-4
binding site reduced reporter activity only about 10-fold.
These results were recapitulated in experiments where
cosmid constructs containing these same HNF-1α and
HNF-4 mutations upstream of the human α1AT gene were
introduced into transgenic mice: disruption of the HNF-1α
binding site showed an ~100-fold reduction in liver-
specific expression of the human α1AT gene, but
disruption of the HNF-4 binding site had only a small effect
on human α1AT gene expression (45).

Two regions further upstream of α1AT seem to
enhance transgene expression in expressing cells, although
these effects are modest. Deletion of sequences between -
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208 and -261 bp causes a 2-3-fold decrease in reporter gene
expression, while sequences between -488 and -356 bp
mediate an ~4-fold increase in reporter gene activity over
an enhancerless SV40 promoter (43). Cloned sequences in
this region are also important for expression in the human
intestinal epithelium cell line, CaCo-2, but this effect is
only ~2-fold (46). Elements between -661 and -991 bp also
enhance gene expression in CaCo-2, but not HepG2, cells.

The mouse may not be an ideal model system
with which to study human α1AT gene regulatory
elements, as there are several murine α1AT isoforms,
suggesting that murine and human α1AT physiology may
be different. However, a transgene driven by the human
α1AT promoter in transgenic mice (-348 to +15 bp) is
sufficient to target reporter gene activity to the liver, and
the correct developmental pattern of gene expression is
observed (47). Interestingly, this short promoter fragment
targets α1AT expression to the liver with a greater
specificity than that of larger α1AT promoter fragments.

2.5.1. Humoral Regulatory Elements
Cytokines have an important role in the up-

regulation of α1AT expression in response to physiological
events such as inflammation. In HepG2 cells, Os-M and IL-
6 stimulate an ~3-fold increase in α1AT protein secretion
(48). An OsM-responsive element maps between +11,536
and +11,670 bp, and it is distinct from an adjacent IL-6-
responsive element between +11,167 and +11,536 bp. The
OsM- and IL-6-responsive elements function
synergistically in reporter constructs, both with each other
and with sequences in the α1AT proximal promoter. Cells
transfected with reporter constructs containing the IL-6-
and OsM-responsive elements and a minimal α1AT
proximal promoter fragment (-275 to -35 bp) yield an ~5-
fold increase in reporter activity when stimulated with OsM
and IL-6. However, the same construct shows an ~3-fold
response when the cells are stimulated with either IL-6 or
OsM alone (49). The 5′ proximal elements are necessary
for any response to IL-6 or OsM.

The sequence of the IL-6 responsive element
indicates that it binds Oct-1 (50). The OsM-responsive
element may bind STAT3, as competition assays with anti-
STAT3 antibodies diminish STAT3 binding to
oligonucleotides containing the element.

2.6. Pros and Cons of Transgene Experiments
Transgene experiments are based primarily on

assaying the activities of cloned putative regulatory
elements, most commonly in the context of heterologous
reporter genes. Such experiments are useful in that many
different putative regulatory elements can be assayed in a
variety of different cell types both quickly and efficiently.
In this way, the functions of these elements in situ may be
inferred. Moreover, such experiments may be invaluable in
cases where the functions of endogenous regulatory
elements are redundant. However, more complex gene
regulatory phenomena, such as those that require
interactions between regulatory sequences, or that involve
regulation over large genomic distances, may not be

apparent using this general approach. Clearly, elements that
are components of regulatory networks cannot be
effectively studied in isolation.

Another important issue is transgene structure. In
recent years it has become apparent that the regulation of
chromatin structure is an important, perhaps central, aspect
of gene control. Furthermore, this regulation may affect
regions of the genome that are hundreds, perhaps
thousands, of kilobases in length. Thus, even when
transgenes are integrated into the genome, their structure is
unlikely to recapitulate that of the corresponding
chromosomal alleles, and their expression is often subject
to position effects and/or other artifacts that affect tandem
transgene arrays (51). A solution to these problems would
be to study regulatory elements in situ; that is, to prepare
specific mutant alleles of the locus of interest in its normal
chromosomal context. As the behavior of the wild-type
α1AT locus, both in terms of gene expression and
chromatin structure, has been well-defined after
chromosome transfer (52), this constitutes a useful model
system for the analysis of regulatory elements in situ. The
DT40 chromosome shuttle system provides an efficient
means to construct and analyze regulatory mutations in the
serpin locus at 14q32.1 (53, 54).

3. THE ENDOGENOUS SERPIN LOCUS

3.1. The Wild-Type α1AT Allele
DNase I-hypersensitive sites (DHSs) often

demarcate regions where proteins bind to DNA in vivo, and
they are useful for mapping putative regulatory sequences
for functional tests. There are 29 DHSs in the ~150 kb
region around the α1AT gene in human HepG2 hepatoma
cells, but only 7 of these DHSs are present in non-
expressing HeLa cells (52). Several DHSs are coincident
with sequences that have regulatory functions in cloned
transgenes; for example, a DHS lies within the IL-6 and
OsM-responsive element, and DHSs are found in both the
proximal and distal α1AT promoters. Neighboring genes
within the proximal serpin subcluster, CBG and ZPI, also
display expression-associated DHSs in their promoter
regions. Significantly, expression-associated DHSs within
the serpin locus are formed de novo when wild-type human
chromosome 14 is transferred from non-expressing to
expressing cells, and serpin gene expression is activated
(52). Thus, chromatin features of the α1AT locus serve as
useful guides to search for putative regulatory elements;
they also provide phenotypic readouts for specifically
mutated chromosomal alleles.

3.2. The Chromosome Shuttle System
Precise changes can be made to specific

chromosomal loci by homologous recombination. In most
somatic cell types, the efficiency of homologous
recombination between introduced DNA substrates and the
corresponding chromosomal allele is so low as to be
experimentally impractical. However, in transformed avian
B-cells, such as the DT40 cell line, homologous
recombination between chromosomal DNA and introduced
DNA substrates can occur at efficiencies approaching
100% (55). Microcell hybrids created by transferring
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Figure 3. The DT40 chromosome shuttle scheme. A human
chromosome is transferred from a mammalian donor cell
line into the DT40 cell line by microcell fusion, creating a
recombination-proficient chicken-human microcell hybrid.
A specific locus on the human chromosome is targeted by
transfecting the chicken-human microcell hybrid with a
DNA substrate for homologous recombination. The
substrate contains a selection cassette flanked by loxP sites
and targets the human locus by homologous recombination.
The selection cassette is excised from the modified human
chromosome by CRE-mediated recombination. To assay
the effects of the modifications, the modified human
chromosome is transfered by microcell fusion to expressing
and/or non-expressing mammalian cells.

single, specific human chromosomes to DT40 recipient
cells provide a system in which human chromosomal loci
can be modified efficiently by homologous recombination
(Figure 3) (53, 54).

To make precise modifications in the human
α1AT locus, human chromosome 14 was transferred to
DT40 cells by microcell fusion (54), providing a permanent
human/avian hybrid cell line that could be used in all future
chromosome modification experiments. To create specific
mutant alleles, the hybrid cells were transfected with
substrates for homologous recombination, drug-resistant
clones were isolated, and transfectants in which
homologous recombination had occurred were identified
(Figure 4). After removal of the selection cassette within
the original recombination template, the modified
chromosomes were then transferred to different mammalian
cell types for functional tests.

3.3. First Generation Modification Experiments
There are six DHSs upstream of the α1AT

hepatic transcription start site; two of these are in the
proximal and distal promoters, respectively, and four
expression-associated DHSs are clustered between -8 and -
4 kb. These expression-associated DHSs are evolutionarily
conserved, yet no function had been attributed previously

to this ~4 kb region from transfection experiments. More
recently, a series of cosmid transfections demonstrated that
integrated α1AT transgenes containing ~14 kb of 5'
flanking sequence were transcribed at wild-type levels at
several ectopic insertion sites, while expression of α1AT in
transfectants with only ~1.5 kb of 5′ flanking sequence was
more variable (56). Nonetheless, both transgenes were
expressed, indicating that upstream sequences were not
required for α1AT expression, at least in this context.
Furthermore, DHS formation within the transgene
sequences resembled that of the expressing α1AT allele
(56). From these experiments, one might conclude that the
4 kb region containing expression-associated DHSs
upstream of α1AT was not necessary for gene expression.
This conclusion is refuted by the results of chromosome
modification experiments, as outlined below.

A mutant allele (∆8.0) of α1AT was created in
which an ~8 kb segment of endogenous sequence upstream
of the α1AT proximal promoter (-8.37 to –0.32 kb) was
deleted, as shown in Figure 4 (54). When this ∆8.0 mutant
chromosome was transferred to hepatic cells by microcell
fusion, human α1AT gene activation failed to occur (Figure
5). Moreover, activation of the CBG and ZPI genes, which
are ~65 and ~93 kb downstream, also failed to occur in the
∆8.0 mutant chromosome. Furthermore, DHS mapping
experiments indicated that expression-associated DHSs
both upstream and downstream of the deletion failed to
form on the ∆8.0 mutant chromosome. Thus, sequences in
the -8.37 to –0.32 kb region are required both for α1AT,
CBG, and ZPI gene activation and for locus-wide
formation of expression-associated DHSs. These data
define a serpin locus control region (LCR) that is necessary
for gene activation and cell-specific chromatin remodeling
of the entire proximal serpin subcluster, a region that is at
least 150 kb in length. As noted above, the activity of the
serpin LCR was not apparent in transgenesis experiments;
the functions of this regulatory element were only apparent
in its normal chromosomal context.

Subdeletions of the 8.0 kb region demonstrated
that the serpin LCR was composed of muliple regulatory
elements, and interactions between these elements, both in
terms of gene activation and DHS formation, were complex
(Figure 5). For example, the initial 8.0 kb region was
divided into subsegments of 4.3 and 3.4 kb, corresponding
to the distal and proximal halves of the original ∆8.0
deletion. The 3.4 kb (proximal) region did not contain
DHSs, and cells containing the ∆3.4 mutant chromosome
were wild-type with respect to both serpin gene activation
and DHS formation. In contrast, the 4.3 kb (distal) region
contained four DHSs, and the ∆4.3 mutant chromosome
was refractory to α1AT, CBG, and ZPI gene activation,
although not to the same extent as the original ∆8.0
mutation. Furthermore, DHS formation both upstream and
downstream of the ∆4.3 deletion was abolished, although
DHSs flanking the α1AT transcription unit were formed on
the ∆4.3 (but not the ∆8.0) mutant chromosome (Figure 5).
In a similar fashion, the 4.3 kb region was subdivided into
distal (2.3 kb) and proximal (2.0 kb) halves, each
containing two DHSs. The ∆2.0 mutant chromosome was
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Figure 4. Generation of the ∆8.0 mutant chromosome by homologous recombination. A. The chromosomal (wild-type) α1AT
allele and the homologous recombination template are shown. The recombination template contains a HisD selection cassette
with loxP sites at each end, and the selection cassette is flanked by chromosomal α1AT DNA sequences just upstream and
downstream of the 8 kb region to be deleted. B. Homologous recombination between the transfected DNA template and the
chromosomal α1AT allele generates a mutant allele in which the 8 kb chromosomal DNA segment upstream of the α1AT gene
has been replaced by the HisD selection cassette. C. Transient transfection of cells containing the modified allele shown in panel
B with an expression plasmid encoding CRE recombinase results in site-specific recombination between loxP sites, resulting in
precise excision of the HisD selection cassette. The resulting mutant allele is one in which the 8 kb DNA segment upstream of
the α1AT gene has been replaced by a single 34 bp loxP site. D. Southern blot hybridization of genomic DNAs from cells
containing wild-type (lane 1), homologously recombined (lane 2), and fully modified (lane 3) chromosomal α1AT alleles.

wild-type with respect to serpin gene activation and DHS
formation, but the ∆2.3 chromosome displayed a mutant
phenotype similar to that of the ∆4.3 deletion, although
DHS formation in the far upstream region was different on
the ∆4.3 and ∆2.3 chromosomes (Figure 5). These data
provide clear evidence that the serpin LCR contains
multiple regulatory elements, and these elements
necessarily interact to encode the gene expression and
chromatin structure phenotypes displayed by the wild-type
serpin allele (54).

Given the profound effects that the serpin LCR
has on both gene expression and chromatin structure in the
proximal serpin subcluster, it is reasonable to ask why
those effects were not apparent in transfection tests. We
suggest that this reflects the operation of a hierarchy of
regulatory controls, some of which affect the expression of
individual serpin genes, and others that affect the activity
and chromatin structure of the entire locus. For example,
α1AT transgenes require only the cell-specific enhancer

just upstream of the promoter for high-level, cell-specific
expression, and other sequences, including the serpin LCR,
have only modest effects on gene activity (42-44, 56). This is
likely a consequence of the fact that α1AT transgenes in stable
transfectants are necessarily integrated at transcriptionally
permissive chromosomal sites, because they are invariably
linked to a selected marker. In the normal chromosomal
context, however, the α1AT gene cannot be expressed in the
absence of the serpin LCR, presumably because the LCR is
required for the formation of a transcriptionally competent
chromatin state, a state that is marked by extensive DHS
formation throughout the locus. According to this view, this
permissive chromatin state is a prerequisite for activation of the
α1AT enhancer by its cognate transactivators, HNF-1α and
HNF-4. This suggests that a hierarchy of regulatory controls
are involved, with the serpin LCR affecting the structure and
activity of the entire locus, and gene-specific transcriptional
activators acting in parallel and/or downstream. Experimental
approaches like those described here should permit this
complex regulatory circuitry to be resolved.
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Figure 5. DHS formation on wild-type and mutant chromosomes. Twelve DHSs in the ~100 kb region from ~25 kb upstream of
α1AT to the CBG promoter are shown. All of these sites were formed in hepatic cells that contained a wild-type copy of human
chromosome 14 (bottom). In contrast, none of the eleven expression-associated DHSs in the region were formed on the ∆8.0
deletion chromosome; this mutant chromosome displayed only a single constitutive DHS between ATR and CBG. These data
define a serpin locus control region (LCR) that resides within the deleted 8 kb region. The ∆4.3 and ∆2.3 subdeletions displayed
partial mutant phenotypes with respect to DHS formation; the ∆3.4 and ∆2.0 deletions were wild-type. For a detailed discussion
of these phenotypes, see the text.

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND PROSPECTS

As summarized in this report, we have learned
much about the cell-specific regulation of individual genes
in the 14q32.1 serpin cluster, and about the humoral control
of serpin gene expression. However, our understanding of
long-range regulation within the serpin locus is in its early
stages. Clearly, the identification of a serpin locus control
region in the proximal subcluster has been an important
first step in identifying and analyzing locus-wide regulation
of this region. The identification of the serpin LCR in
chromosome modification experiments, but not in
transfection tests, provides a convincing demonstration of
the utility of the homologous recombination/chromosome
transfer approach for studying the regulation of mammalian
gene expression and chromatin structure.

The serpin LCR plays a dominant and dramatic
role in activating expression of the proximal serpin
subcluster, and it affects the activity and structure of a
genomic region that is at least 150 kb. In this regard, its
functions resemble those of locus control regions in the
globin, immunoglobulin, and growth hormone loci.
However, other activities of the serpin LCR appear unique.
For example, genetic dissections of the serpin LCR clearly
demonstrate that DHS formation in the proximal subcluster

is not an all-or-none phenomenon; rather specific deletions
of the serpin LCR affect the formation of discreet subsets
of DHSs. These observations suggest that there exist
subdomains within the proximal subcluster whose
chromatin structure is regulated independently. This
intriguing possibility can now be approached using a
variety of experiment tests.

Much remains to be done. Although it appears at
present that regulation of the proximal serpin subcluster is
independent of the central and distal subclusters, little is
known about regulation of the other two subclusters.
Exploring this regulation will also require that we study the
expression and organization of this region in a variety of
cell types. Finally, it will be interesting to determine how
aspects of serpin locus regulation have been conserved
through evolution. Answering these questions is likely to
make the serpin locus at 14q32.1 one of the paradigms of
mammalian gene and chromatin control.
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